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Abstract: The inference of large-scale gene regulatory networks from high-throughput data sets has revealed a diverse
picture of only partially overlapping descriptions. Nevertheless, several properties in the organization of these networks
are recurrent, such as hubs, a modular structure and certain motifs. Several authors have recently claimed cell systems to
be stable against perturbations and random errors, but still able to rapidly switch between different states from specific
stimuli. Since inferred mathematical models of large-scale systems need to be extremely simple to avoid overfitting, these
two features are hard to attain simultaneously for a model. Here we review and discuss possible measures of how system
stability and flexibility may be manifested and measured for linearized models based on systems of ordinary differential
equations. Furthermore, we review how the network properties mentioned above together with the nature of the interactions contribute to these systems level properties. It turns out that the presence of repressed hubs, together with other phenomena of topological nature such as motifs and modules, contribute to the overall stability and/or flexibility of the
model.
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INTRODUCTION
Networks have during more than one decade now been
extensively used as a unifying language for describing diverse systems, including social contacts, power grids, airport
connections, ecological food webs and also diverse inter and
intra cellular systems. Among the intra cellular systems there
are several different types of networks, ranging from descriptions of physical interactions of proteins, to detailed
metabolic and regulatory networks describing biochemical
reactions. Regulatory networks, defined from the interaction
maps of proteins, RNA molecules metabolites and the genome, determine in combination with detailed kinetics the
cellular responses to input signals and govern cellular dynamics [1]. Some parts of these huge systems are well explored, e.g., the yeast cell cycle [2], the lambda switch [3],
and the SOS pathway [4], but still many of the parts are unknown. However, the learning of biological networks is essential for both the understanding of how cell systems work
and for making predictions of cellular responses. Although
measurements of several of these molecular units are available at large-scales, the information is limited due to the size
of the system which contains several thousands of units for
many organisms. The major sources of information utilized
in inference processes have often been the high-throughput
data sets measuring gene expression (e.g., microarrays), interaction maps derived from other experimental techniques
(e.g., ChIP-chip) and biological knowledge originating from
text mining [5].
A popular simplifying approach is to project transcripts
and proteins on the associated coding genes, and disregard
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the metabolites. The corresponding effective gene-to-gene
network is called a Gene Regulatory Network, GRN (also
known as influence network [5] or gene network [6]), and
describes regulations directly between genes, although the
full regulatory system contains complex interactions among
all these entities. This projection leads to loss of details in
the model, but is probably a necessary simplification due to
sparseness of data from similar conditions. Data sparseness
is indeed a major problem for large-scale modeling projects;
despite the increasing amount of available high-throughput
data sets we still have few experiments from the same condition measuring different entities (e.g., mRNA and protein
concentrations). That is, integration of various data sources
is crucial, but impeded by different standards between platforms and experimental conditions. Thus, large-scale regulatory network models are still today mainly constructed as
projections of the full regulatory system onto subspaces,
which contain fewer units and fewer interactions due to the
limited number of included conditions. Also, these interactions do not necessarily correspond to biochemical reactions
or to physical interactions between proteins and targets; instead they correspond to the effective impact of the regulator
gene on its downstream target. Although this reduction
sometimes can be considered as a severe limitation, it also
has positive effects. For example, it enables a comparison of
network properties for models obtained by different inference approaches. Moreover, we may have both pieces of
structural information and qualitative information available
of the same gene, thus we increase the amount of information known per unit.
Even with detailed knowledge of the kinetic framework
in the full system, it would generally be hard to deduce the
functional form of the kinetics in the gene space in practise.
This is due to the fact that the functional form of the “effective” kinetics in the projected gene space may largely depend
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on the exact model parameters of the full system. Since inference approaches do not know the model parameters in
advance they should either be based on non-parametric adaptive models or “simple-enough” models as we are short of
data. In the present presentation, we focus on the “simpleenough” models in the form of gene regulatory networks.
Due to lack of rigidity in the model assumptions the outcome
should be taken with some care, thus it should be validated a
posteriori. Ideally, this validation should contain the validation of individual edges and of responses of the system to
perturbations. The validation could be done experimentally
or more cost-effective by reusing available databases (not
utilized in the inference process, of course). However, several research groups have reported networks depending on
different data sources with a great variability [7]. This
stresses the complexity of the true regulatory system and
also opens the question about other sources of validation.
The variability among the models may be the result of either
conceptual differences of the approaches or improper modeling (see below).
The gene regulatory networks are effective by nature [6]
and context dependent [8], e.g., some metabolites/proteins
may be needed to activate a TF (e.g., phosphorylation), or
recruiting proteins bringing the TF to the promoter may be
needed for a regulatory interaction to work [9]. Thus, these
networks represented by the active parts of the regulatory
networks are indeed condition specific.
Further, the research area is still in a premature stage and
a lot of development is going on. For example, in 2006 Califano and Stolovitzky initiated the Dialogue for Reverse Engineering Assessments and Methods (DREAM) [10], where
groups have been assessing the performance of their algorithms in different challenges. The DREAM challenges have
been held annually thus far, and in addition to the competition it provides great benchmark sets and evaluation criteria
for the development of algorithms. The challenges concerning large-scale network identification have so far been unrealistic by the amount of (in silico) data available, but still
they constitute the hallmarks known to date and have therefore provided important insights. From the perspective of
integrating various data types, denoted as “crucial” above,
the DREAM challenge of 2008 was interesting. Here Yip et
al. [11] presented an interesting winning strategy how steady
state and time-series expression data effectively can be integrated to infer edges. Moreover, Gustafsson et al. [12]
showed how uncertain a priori information about gene interactions from large-scale experiments as well as expression
sets from other conditions may be utilized to improve prediction accuracy of expression levels.
The models utilized to describe the time-evolution of the
gene levels with gene regulatory networks may be classified
with respect to the number of states per node they allow. The
Boolean networks [13] and threshold networks [14] are both
ideal two state modeling formalisms. They approximate the
activity of each gene as being either simply on or off, which
is motivated if the upper or lower limit of the gene activity
often is attained. However, this approximation discards all
intermediate steps and may therefore be of interest for modeling multiple conditions within the same framework, but is
probably not suitable for modeling a cell around a stable
working point (e.g., the cell cycle). The Bayesian networks
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are another modeling framework [15], which is more flexible
and can also allow for multiple states per node and can even
be extended to model continuous levels [16]. Also models
based on Ordinary Differential Equations (ODE-models)
assume a continuum of activity levels, thus both are particularly suitable to model systems around a working point.
However, for the Bayesian networks it takes either much
more data for inference or further a priori assumptions (e.g.,
restricting the degree distribution) to model continuity,
which is problematic since already a Bayesian Network with
two levels demands much training data. On the other hand,
with proper restrictions (regularizations) that are biologically
motivated (e.g., lasso, ridge, or elastic-net [17]) the ODEmodels are both computationally tractable and may need
fewer experiments for inference than the former categories.
Interestingly, the best performing teams of the DREAM2
and DREAM3 network inference challenges have utilized
models based on structure and parameter estimation for
ODEs [7, 11, 18, 19].
Despite the large network variability over individual
edges that has been reported [7], there are several topological
findings that the community seems to agree upon. These
findings include the presence of hubs regulating peripheral
nodes, particular motifs (i.e., recurrent sub-graphs) and a
modular network structure. It seems that these features are
characteristic for gene regulatory networks (as well as for
many other complex networks). In here, we will discuss and
review how these findings contribute to the overall system
dynamics. We will focus the discussion to some recent work
by Gustafsson et al. [7], which inferred and analyzed a genome-wide gene regulatory network from time-series profiles of mRNA-levels measured during the yeast cell cycle.
The inference was carried out for a linearized version of the
ODE-system describing the expression dynamics and by
using sparsity as a prior assumption (i.e., keeping the regulations simple) [20]. This inference identified interactions,
simultaneously with the strength, direction and whether it
had an activating or repressing effect. Together with the system of linearized equations this sets the stage for a dynamical system analysis around the working state of the cell cycle. The purpose of the analysis is to determine what the
topological and dynamical pieces bring together to produce a
system that is stable against noise yet responsive to stimuli.
In Fig. (1) we show a schematic overview of the methodology, which goes from high-throughput experimental data
(left), to a network model (middle), which we subsequently
can draw conclusions from (right). Conclusions may be
drawn both about the topology of the inferred network, i.e.,
how it is organized, and also about its dynamical properties,
e.g., its stability against noise and its ability to respond to
stimuli.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In the next
section, Dynamics, Stability and Flexibility, we introduce
and review the concepts of dynamics, system stability and
flexibility, clarifying the various meanings of the words in
the present context. Thereafter, in section System Analysis,
we review topological and global dynamical findings about
hubs, as well as discuss features beyond hubs such as motifs
and modules and their impact on system stability and flexibility. We end the paper with a summary and an outlook.
Throughout the paper, we have tried to avoid mathematical
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Fig. (1). Map of the steps from experiments to knowledge, and a summary of important features in the organization and their impacts. In
principle, all data types mentioned at the left hand side can be utilized for inferring gene regulatory networks; although in the present presentation we discuss networks based solely on mRNA-data.

formulas, and instead we refer to the references for the
reader interested in exact formulations.
DYNAMICS, STABILITY AND FLEXIBILITY
There is a need to clarify our usage of the concepts dynamics, stability, and flexibility since they are frequently
employed for networks within the systems biology community with multiple meanings.
Dynamics is widely used for cellular networks for both
the topological evolution of networks [1, 21-23] as well as
for describing expression dynamics [7, 24, 25]. The former
includes both addition and removal of nodes and edges, as
well as rewiring, and can in the context of cellular networks
be thought of as representing the long term evolution over
several generations based on Darwinian selection. The latter
describes how the values of the nodes vary for a network
with a fix topology. For ODE-models of gene regulatory
networks, this means the trajectories in state-space which the
differential equations trace. A biological interpretation is the
relatively short term fluctuations of gene levels over parts of
an individual life time, e.g., the variation over the cell cycle.
We will here use the word dynamics to refer to this latter
variation of gene levels within the network model.
TRADITIONAL DEFINITIONS OF STABILITY
There are several forms of stability, such as structural
stability, marginal stability and dynamical stability, and also
several reviews in the field discussing these concepts with
not totally identical definitions [26-28]. In the present presentation, we will utilize a stability concept suitable for the
kind of dynamics we are interested in. Since we are dealing
with linearized ODE-systems, a tentative definition of stability is:
A model is (dynamically) stable if any perturbation of a
state fades away after some time.
Of course, also other stability concepts could be of interest, such as stability referring to the effect on the solution
paths from a perturbation of the model parameters (some-

times called structural stability [26]), or stability of the
model to changes of topological quantities such as edge removals (sometimes called topological stability) [21]. Worth
noting, the authors of the work [21] concerning topological
stability concluded that networks with only a few well connected hubs were stable (or ”robust”, as they phrased it, a
terminology followed by others [29]) against most random
removals, but extra sensitive towards removal of some specific edges (fragile). Although these forms of stability
probably are of great importance for some networks, where
the main source of errors is edge failures (e.g., power grids),
we concentrate here on the form of (dynamical) stability
defined tentatively above, in order not to grasp too much. On
the scale of intracellular processes, the major source of perturbations for gene regulatory networks still comes from
changes in the gene expression pattern, based on stochastic
variation of expression values as well as external stimuli.
However, the study of structural or topological stability will
hopefully be a subject for future research also for biological
networks, since from an evolutionary perspective it might be
of importance, e.g., the impact of gene duplication and the
effect of mutations in promoter regions.
STABILITY AND FLEXIBILITY FOR LINEARIZED
ODE-MODELS OF GRNs
Dynamical stability in ODE-models is often determined
by analyzing the linearized equations around a working
point. It is then easy to compute the trajectory of any expression state from the eigenvectors and eigenvalues of the Jacobian matrix, given that it stays close enough to the working
point were the linearization is still valid. This matrix can be
considered as a generalization of the adjacency matrix and
each element contains the regulatory strength and nature
(activation/repression) of the directed interaction. Also, our
tentative definition of (dynamical) stability can from a
mathematical point of view be phrased such that the real part
of all eigenvalues of the matrix should be negative [7]. Furthermore, the eigensolutions to the Jacobian matrix describe
either exponentially growing (or decaying) states or oscilla-
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tory states. Conventional analysis for linear systems then
concludes that the presence of any growing state eventually
will lead to system instabilities, due to noise. This may be
problematic in a large complex system (with sufficiently
number of edges) if it is not properly tuned, since increased
complexity leads to an increased probability for instabilities
in random systems [30] (which, however, may be compensated by a strong self-degradation in the system). In a series
of work Sinha et al. [31-33] studied the impact of some topological features on stability. In particular, they concluded
that the presence of hubs (with random sign distribution)
increases the probability of some growing eigenstates, which
may be compensated for by a modular organization. Notably,
their studies reveal that dynamical stability in the classic
strict sense is less probable with the heavy tailed out-degree
distribution found in gene networks by other groups [20, 34].
These studies reveal interesting couplings between topology
and dynamical stability, but completely lack the influence of
the model parameters on the dynamical stability. This influence is probably crucial for gene regulatory networks, since
some studies have observed an intricate balance between
activation and repression [7, 24].
The flip-side of dynamical stability is the responsiveness
of the system to stimuli to switch into new working states;
evidently this flexibility comes on the expense of stability in
the system. In a Boolean setting a system with a compromise
between these two is called critical and a recent study by
Balleza et al. [35] revealed several different organisms to
have topologies and model parameters to facilitate a near
critical system. Even though our primary interest in this article is networks with an ODE dynamics, the studies of Boolean networks [13, 35] are of importance for the discussion
(a)

Same dynamical stability, different flexibility
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of system stability in gene regulatory networks since not
much have been studied for ODEs.
When a stability analysis is performed for a linear system, a single growing eigenstate will induce instability of the
whole system. On the other hand a growing eigenstate in the
linearization of a non-linear model may also reflect a switch
to a new working point. For example, linear instabilities are
deliberately used in some air-fighters control system to increase its maneuverability [36]. Hence, in a gene regulatory
network, a growing eigenstate may reflect a fast switch from
the current working state to some other which beneficially
should be rapid, e.g., a switch from the cell cycle to stress
conditions. However, as the presence of growing eigenstates
leads to a drift from the current working point, which must
be compensated by non-linear effects, growing eigenstates
must be utilized only cautiously to be advantageous for the
regulation of the cell. Therefore to reflect this system flexibility, but also because of errors when inferring a large complex network on noisy incomplete data, a linearized model of
a gene regulatory network will most probably contain some
(but not too many) fast growing eigenstates. The definition
of stability based on its eigenvalues needs as a consequence
to be adapted.
REDEFINING STABILITY
FLEXIBILITY

AND

QUANTIFYING

To quantify the degree of responsiveness to selective
stimuli and the stability against noise for linearized/incomplete gene regulatory networks, Gustafsson et
al. [7] made an adaptation of the two quantities flexibility
and stability based on the distribution of the growth rates
(i.e., on the real parts of the corresponding positive eigenval(b)

Same dynamical flexibility, different stability

Higher flexibility

Density of eigenstates

Density of eigenstates

Lower stability

Lower flexibility
Speed of growth rate

Higher stability
Speed of growth rate

Fig. (2). Illustration of the concepts of flexibility and stability based on the distribution of real parts of the eigenvalues to the Jacobian matrix. Each curve corresponds to one network, and the integral of the curve (that is, the area under the curve) corresponds to the number of
growing eigenstates. The vertical axis depicts the density of states corresponding to a certain growth speed given by the horizontal axis. In
(a) we can see two curves corresponding to two networks with the same stability but with different flexibilities. The network with a relatively
uniform density of growing eigenstate growth rates (blue solid curve) has a lower flexibility than the network with a skewed distribution (red
dashed curve). The right figure (b) depicts two networks with same flexibility but different stabilities, which is manifested from the two distributions sharing the shape.
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ues) of the growing eigenstates, suitable for GRNs. Now,
instability is first defined as the normalized sum of amplitude growth rates of all growing eigenstates. Thus, this sum
is positively correlated to the rate with which the system
drifts due to random fluctuations from the linearized state.
Thereafter, stability is defined as one minus the instability.
Next, given an arbitrary stability, it is informative to
study the source of it, i.e., how the growth rates of the instabilities are distributed. A distribution of growth rates like the
blue solid curve in Fig. (2a) reflects a non-specific divergence, i.e., the drift will go in a random direction spanned by
the growing eigenstates. Contrary, a skewed spectrum of
growth rates like the red dashed curve in Fig. (2a) reflects
that the divergence will relatively quickly be confined to a
small subspace (spanned by the most rapidly growing eigenstates). Therefore, in Gustafsson et al. [7] flexibility was defined from the skewness of the distribution of the growth
rates of the growing eigenstates (see [7] for exact definition),
which then reflects the specificity of the drift. In Fig. (2b)
we have the opposite situation of Fig. (2a), with two networks with growth rate distributions corresponding to the
same flexibility but different stabilities.
SYSTEM ANALYSIS
In order to understand the effect of the global topological
design principles in gene regulatory networks, it is important
to analyze their corresponding impact on the dynamics of the
system. Below we will review some important topological
findings in gene regulatory networks, and how they contribute to the system stability and flexibility. We call an analysis
based on these concepts for a (dynamical) system analysis,
since it is based on the possible dynamical states of the system from its organization.
In Fig. (3) we see a system analysis more exactly, a depiction of stability and flexibility) of the Yeast network
(mentioned in the Introduction, inferred from genome-wide
microarray data in time-series from the cell cycle by imposing a sparse linear ODE-model, originally derived in [20]).
Moreover, we see several ensembles of networks, with increased similarity to the Yeast network. From the difference
of the ensemble averages and the corresponding standard
deviations with various topological features of interest kept
constant, it is possible to determine the impact (and the statistical significance) of these topological features. Each point
in the coordinate system of Fig. (3) corresponds to a network, or an ensemble of networks, relating to a curve similar
to those presented in Fig. (2). For example, the blue solid
and red dashed curve of Fig. (2a) should give rise to two
separate points in Fig. (3), where the point corresponding to
the red dashed curve is positioned higher up than the point
corresponding to the blue solid curve, reflecting the nonskew distribution for the blue curve, but at the same horizontal position since they have the same stability. Thus, the networks in the upper part of Fig. (3) have skewed distributions
of growth rates, i.e., they are dominated by a few growth
eigenstates. Moreover, the curves of Fig. (2b) correspond to
two points with different horizontal position, but same vertical, since they have the same flexibility but different stabilities.
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HUBS
Hubs, that is, nodes with a large number of incoming or
outgoing connections, have been observed in various biological and other networks since the late 1990’s [1, 21, 3840], when the global effect of hubs in a network was suggested by Barabasi and Albert to produce a system stable
against random failures, yet fragile towards targeted attacks
(i.e., topological stability). In a gene regulatory network a
significant portion of the transcription factors (TFs) was
shown to act as regulatory hubs [34, 41] which then may act
as master switches between different states of the cell.
Moreover, Maslov and Sneppen [41] demonstrated that regulatory hubs in the yeast transcriptional network tend to regulate genes with low in-degree (peripheral genes) on average
(assortative mixing). This suggests that many regulatory
hubs are not master switches; instead their main goal is to
mediate a signal in a cost efficient manner. Furthermore, two
recent studies [7, 24] reported these hubs to be kept quiet by
a negative in-regulation. All these aspects associated to hubs
may contribute both to the dynamical stability and flexibility
of the system. In Fig. (3) we isolate the effect of the presence
of hubs, and the regulation of hubs, in two of the steps between ensembles.
In the first step for hubs, the first arrow of Fig. (3), we
explore the topological effect of having out-degree hubs as
well as a high portions of genes with out-degree zero (nonregulators). This is done by comparing two ensembles of
networks with the same number of nodes and edges, but different topologies. The Erdös-Renyi (ER) network ensemble,
obtained from a random distribution of edges among the
nodes, and the ensemble with the same degree distribution as
the inferred Yeast network (REWIRED), obtained from the
randomization process developed by Maslov and Sneppen
[37], have the same numbers of nodes and edges, and also
have the same weights, but have different degree distributions. The ensemble of ER-networks has a degree distribution following a Poissonian curve, and hence contains no
hubs, while the REWIRED ensemble, having the same degree distribution as Yeast Topology, has a broad distribution
of out-degrees and hence contains several hubs [20]. Strikingly, the REWIRED ensemble has both significantly higher
stability and flexibility. This may intuitively be understood
from the introduction of both a small portion of genes with
high regulatory influence on others (hubs) and from a large
portion of genes with no influence (non-regulators). The
large fraction of non-regulators induce an equal amount of
non-growing eigenstates, since if we perturb one of these
genes it could not propagate downstream the network, hence
a perturbation of a random gene in the REWIRED ensemble
has lower probability to be of growing nature than a perturbation of a random gene in one of the networks in the ER
ensemble, thus making REWIRED more stable than the ER.
On the other hand a perturbation of any of the regulatory
hubs is likely to propagate downstream in a few steps and
due to the complex network structure grow quickly. For stability we see that the presence of non-growing eigenstates
(from the non-regulators) is of most importance, while it is
the presence of only some fast growing eigenstates (a small
portion of hubs) for flexibility. These intuitive arguments are
analogous to the ones proposed by Barabasi and Albert [39],
mentioned above, to explain the degree distribution observed
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Fig. (3). Stability and flexibility for the inferred network (Yeast) and several randomized versions thereof. The error bars cover two standard
deviations for each ensemble of networks (see text). Starting in the lower left corner of the figure, we have the ensemble of ER-like networks, thereafter successively more and more topological and dynamical features are added to the network, thus obtaining new ensembles of
networks more and more similar to the Yeast network. All ensembles contain the same model parameters (see text), but are randomized in
various ways.

in the protein-protein network, in which case the nonregulators induce robustness to random deletion and hubs
induce fragility to targeted attacks.
For the second step concerning hubs, the third arrow of
Fig. (3) (seen at the inset), we explore also the dynamical
effect from the organization of repression and activation.
This is the step “Add regulation on hubs”, which separates
the ensemble Yeast Topology corresponding to networks
with identical structure to the inferred network, but randomized signs and weights and the ensemble Repressed Hubs
with the same topology and also identical signs and weights
as the Yeast network on all ingoing regulations to regulatory
hubs (now defined as nodes with out-degree of two or more),
but with all other signs and weights randomized. Here we
can see that the particular direct regulation of the hubs increases the stability of the system, with the expense of its
flexibility. Since there is an excess of negative regulations
for these hubs [7], this probably come from a stabilization of
the fastest growing states, which both has an increasing effect of the stability and a decreasing effect of the flexibility.
It is likely that the fastest growing states are to be the targets
of the in-regulation of hubs, since they form the computational core [41] and therefore are crucial as master switches
between different working points.
BEYOND HUBS – MOTIFS AND MODULES
Evidently, the degree distribution is an important design
principle, which both has high descriptive power of the architecture of gene networks and great impact on the network
dynamics. However, to describe and gain understanding of
the system it is necessary also to study features which involve the interaction of several entities.

Several authors have found recurrent graph structures
called motifs to be significant for networks [23, 42]. They are
frequently associated with specific structures of the dynamical parameters [7, 22, 23], e.g., the signs in the Feed Forward
Loop (FFL) are often organized to yield coherent signals to
the downstream target. The dynamical effect of some motifs
in isolation has been studied in experimental detail [22] and
also their frequencies were shown to change considerably
between exogenous and endogenous processes [8].
Another popular concept which is frequently reported in
the context of networks is modules. The core idea is that a
module is a functional unit which works relatively isolated
and performs a specific task; hence it consists of genes with
a high degree of process similarity [43]. For a gene regulatory network, this can be a group of genes where several of
the genes in the module share a common GO process annotation [44]. In engineered systems, modules may be stable (in
both our meaning and in the topological meaning [45])
subunits performing different tasks. In biological systems,
modularity brings an evolutionary flexibility to the system,
and recent studies suggest it origins from time-varying evolutionary goals [46, 47], with each module serving its own
special task. Despite the general consensus about modularity
in networks describing cells, the concept of modules has
been used in various ways (but still motivated from a high
process similarity within the modules [43, 48, 49]). The first
attempts used time-series clustering to detect gene clusters
with a high degree of process similarity [48]. More recently,
network approaches originally based on the graph theoretic
concept of tightly connected sub-graphs, called communities
[50], have been applied to the same problem. Furthermore,
integrated approaches [49, 51, 52] taking into account both
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structural and expression data have also been developed for
this problem, see Wang et al. [52] and references therein for
a review on the subject. However, it was observed [7] that
methods based on communities and methods based on coexpression approaches may lead to completely different
modules/clusters. Evidently, both co-expression based clustering and network clustering detect gene sets with high
process similarity, but otherwise little in common. Moreover,
some studies have revealed that modules can be organized
into meta-modules [53] in a hierarchical structure [1].
From a dynamical system analysis point of view the individual effects from all topological aspects beyond hubs are
hard to deduce. However, in Fig. (3) we can detect in the
second step the combined effect on stability and flexibility
for all topological phenomena consistent with the present
degree distribution. This is illustrated by the arrow “Add
modules & motifs”, which separates the REWIRED ensemble of networks sharing only the node degree distribution
with the Yeast network, from the Yeast Topology ensemble
of networks with the exact same topology as the Yeast network, but randomized signs and weights. In [7] it is shown
that the Yeast network has significantly higher density of
motifs and modularity index than its rewired versions corresponding to the REWIRED ensemble. The significant increase in both stability and flexibility for this step indicates
that these features are important for the system functionality.
This is further repeated by the fourth and last arrow of Fig.
(3) (seen at the inset), which separates the ensemble Repressed Hubs from the Yeast network. That is, this arrow
corresponds to settle the inferred weights and signs on all
remaining edges, the edges going to non-regulators. Since
the Yeast network has the highest stability and also flexibility of the two, i.e., the arrow points upwards to the right, this
reflects that the weights and signs on the edges to the nonregulators are organized to make the system stable yet flexible.
SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK
The understanding of gene regulatory networks inferred
from experimental data is of great importance for understanding complex diseases and crucial for modeling cells in
silico. Although the details of these systems are under debate, several statistical characteristics regarding the topology
and dynamics are fairly consistent across different studies.
Indeed, some parts of the regulatory systems are known, and
some of them in terms of non-linear differential equations.
However, to learn a large-scale model, possibly genomewide, the experimental data are limited, and therefore simple
models are still important. This includes rough dynamical
descriptions by models based on linear first order ordinary
differential equations. These models are computationally
tractable and possible to regularize to fit into the problem of
the limited amount of data. Further, the dynamics of linearized ODE network models is analytically tractable, but the
analysis reveals that most of the models are unstable in a
strict sense. However, by focusing on the fact that linear
models of biological systems are only crude linearizations of
the true systems, one can modify the conventional stability
concept of linear systems into a system analysis of biological
systems. In here, we discussed these new concepts and their
relation to topological features and dynamical design principles recently found in gene regulatory networks. The intro-
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duction of the investigated topological features (motifs and
modules, and hubs, respectively) increased both stability and
flexibility. Furthermore, we presented a study on the effects
of repressed hubs, and of signs and weights on edges going
to non-hubs. The effect of a high fraction of repressed hubs
was found to produce a system more stable against noise but
less flexible. The effect of having the “true” distribution of
signs and weights on edges going to non-hubs, i.e., the distribution inferred from real data, was to increase both system
stability and flexibility. The clear trend of the studied topological features to high stability and flexibility and the high
separation of ensembles stress the meaning of the concepts
and the importance of a system analysis. In the future, we
believe these concepts will play important roles both for an
increased understanding of the gene regulatory network
models and for discriminating among such models. However, they first need to be further refined to better fit systems
of various sizes before one can start to make comparisons
between networks for other processes or organisms. It would
also be very interesting to include topological changes into
the framework in order to shed further light on the evolution
of networks.
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